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Provo students rejected a proposal to build a performing arts theater at the University of Pennsylvania. The decision came after a heated debate that lasted several hours. The proposal, which was met with enthusiasm by some students, was ultimately voted down by a margin of 101 to 95. The decision was controversial, with some students arguing that the theater would be a valuable addition to the University's cultural offerings and others concerned about the cost and potential impact on the surrounding community.

SAC Finance committee members, recognizing the need to raise funds in order to support their various initiatives, proposed the construction of a new performing arts theater. The proposal would have cost approximately $25 million and would have included a state-of-the-art theater, a studio theater, and a variety of other performance spaces. The committee argued that the theater would have a positive impact on the University's artistic and cultural community, providing a much-needed venue for performances and events.

However, the proposal faced significant opposition from a group of students who were concerned about the cost and potential impact on the surrounding community. These students argued that the $25 million price tag was too high and that the money could be better spent on other initiatives. Some students also expressed concern about the potential impact on the surrounding community, arguing that the theater would increase traffic and noise in the area.

The debate was intense, with passionate arguments on both sides. Some students argued that the theater would be a valuable addition to the University's cultural offerings and would provide a much-needed venue for performances and events. Others argued that the $25 million price tag was too high and that the money could be better spent on other initiatives.

In the end, the decision was made to reject the proposal. While some students expressed disappointment with the outcome, others were pleased with the decision, arguing that the money could be better spent on other initiatives that would have a greater impact on the University's community.

The University's president, Dr. Alice Waters, expressed her support for the decision, stating that the University had made a careful and deliberative decision. She also thanked the students for their involvement in the debate and for their passion for the University's cultural offerings.

Provo students were divided in their reactions to the decision. Some expressed disappointment with the outcome, arguing that the theater would have been a valuable addition to the University's cultural offerings. Others were pleased with the decision, arguing that the money could be better spent on other initiatives that would have a greater impact on the University's community.

The debate over the performing arts theater proposal is likely to continue in the coming months, with many students and stakeholders expressing their views on the issue. The University's leadership will need to carefully consider the feedback and continue to engage with the community in order to make decisions that are in the best interest of all.

Please see THEATRE, page 3

Bell Curve sparks talk

By BRIET LAVINSON

The results of the Bell Curve, a controversial book on intelligence by Charles Murray and Richard Herrnstein, were the focus of a colloquium hosted by University of Pennsylvania professors Howard Stevenson and Vivian Herstein. The colloquium was well attended and sparked a lively discussion. The book, published in 1994, caused a great deal of controversy and remains a topic of debate to this day.

The book, written by Charles Murray and Richard Herrnstein, was a controversial work that sparked a great deal of debate. The book argued that intelligence is a heritable trait and that there are significant differences in intelligence among different races. The book was met with controversy, with many experts arguing that the book's claims were not supported by empirical evidence.

The colloquium, hosted by University of Pennsylvania professors Howard Stevenson and Vivian Herstein, was well attended and sparked a lively discussion. The book was well received, with many attendees expressing their support for the book's claims.

The book sparked a great deal of controversy, with many experts arguing that the book's claims were not supported by empirical evidence. The book's claims have been widely criticized, with many experts arguing that the book's claims were not supported by empirical evidence.

Please see PAGE 5
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**NOTICE**
Campus Events for Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday.

**FRIDAY**

**MONDAY**

**TUESDAY**

**THURSDAY**

**FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS**

**IN BRIEF**

CSA celebrates Chinese New Year

Feminist film festival begins

A special screening of works by members of the Black Women's Media Arts Collective will be presented tonight at the Community Edu-

Center's Feminist Film/Video Series.

**MIDNIGHT CONTEST**

From 12:01 a.m. to 1:00 a.m., the Daily Pennsylvanian will award a randomizar

ized number of readers their choice of a top ten movie to watch.

**CONTEST from page 1**

She wrote that being a model was more rewarding and synthetic than a

conventional career in lawnow.

**CAMPUS EVENTS**

Bodybuilders pump it up in annual contest

**Product**

**PRINT**

**ADDITIONAL CONTENT**

The Daily Pennsylvania is published Monday through

Friday. The newspaper's content is not the responsibility of the University of Pennsylvania. The Daily Pennsylvania is a not-for-

profit publication. 
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Preempting impeachment, SAC Finance member resigns

NADEL from page 1
From Nadel's and Schorr's, said he felt Nadel's resignation was appropriate.

PREEMPTING IMPEDANCE, SAC Finance member resigns

Preempting impeachment, SAC Finance member resigns

Nadel's resignation was appropriate.

SCHORR and Paul Welfer were elected to the Steering Committee's sugges- tion. The assembly also recognized the Bio-Med Research Society — a magazine with which has been accused of social and gender bias, was denied any money from SAC. 

During debate on the question of funding Rand and Blue, SAC representa- tives said they did not support the proposed funding of the magazine since it is the one that has printed recently.

Provost explains Perelman Quad plans to student leaders

BRIEFING from page 1

The Perelman Quad plan — stressing increases in the amount of meeting space, arts and music, and private areas and lounge spaces — was the focus of the meeting.

The renovations were considered under the Perelman Quad plan in the event adding to existing buildings, landscaping and general rehabilita- tion in the exterior and interior of the four involved facilities,

The plans also call for a café, housing and learning lounge on the ground floor of Houston Hall. An ex- pressed concern over the possibil-

June 16, 1995 The Daily Pennsylvania!! Page 4

For further information visit the University of Pennsylvania Computer Connection at the Bookstore

Without junior David Schiraldi, Col-

lege and Wharton sophomore David Shapiro and College freshmen Brian Schier and Paul Weber were elected to the committees.

Shapiro, who had already served on the station for the previous

during fund-raising and reading room allocations proposed by the Steering and Finance committees. Ex-cept for deciding to recognize the Bio-Med Research Society — a move which SAC Steering had already supported — the Steering Committee's sugges-

BRIEFING from page 1

SAC representatives will not come to fruition until we're sure

SAC representatives

the Perelman Quad plan — stress tag of the building. The plan also calls for a café, housing and learning lounge on the ground floor of Houston Hall. An expressed concern over the possibil-

Worthington

the First Amendment Task Force, Fa-

uring library and reading lounge on the
to the exterior and interior of

After discussing security, the size of the building involved in the Perelman

the new proposal.

the First Amendment Task Force, Fa-

During debate on the question of

With the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can take advantage of Gravity for $9.99 a month for 90 days. Students who qualify can loan home any Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other peripherals with no hassle and no complicated forms. Let's face it, the holidays aren't exactly conducive to saving money. In fact, they can leave you broke. But you can still buy the computer you want and not worry about payments until long after the decoratons are down. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the power every student needs. The power to be your best. Apple

ART HOUSE DANCE, Composers of

HEALTHY BONES

The assembly also recognized the Bio-Med Research Society — a magazine with which has been accused of social and gender bias, was denied any money from SAC.

During debate on the question of funding Rand and Blue, SAC representa-
tive. After going through each floor —

Irvine will house dressing rooms, 

and staircases.

After going through each floor —

the new proposal.

the new proposal.

the new proposal.

the new proposal.

the new proposal.

the new proposal.

the new proposal.

the new proposal.

the new proposal.
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the new proposal.

the new proposal.

the new proposal.
Beat poet Allen Ginsberg reads from ‘Kaddish’

Ginsberg read straight through the poem, stumbling over words at times, and pausing occasionally to sip his drink or cough.

‘This was a way of making up for that,’ he said.

But once he started reading, all traces of illness vanished. As he tightly grasped his copy of the poem with both hands, he spoke in a clear, strong voice. His deep, resonant voice filled the room, drawing the audience every few lines. Ginsberg’s speech was as if he were singing one of the lines in his distinct deep voice.

He read straight through the poem, pausing only over words of substance, and pausing occasionally to sip his drink, cough or wipe his face. At one point, he stopped, pulled out his handkerchief and returned it to his pants.

He concluded the piece with a voice rich in emotion and accent.

Ginsberg became increasing louder, and his speech was full of life.

He walked to the end of the stage, and returned to his seat, reading an epilogue to the poem.

Students said they were extremely impressed with Ginsberg’s performance.

Rendell proposes balanced budget, cut taxes in next year

Mayer cites Wharton study

IMMAN from page 1

He also said the city should de- taxation over a 20 year sample, and the rate itself.

It continues to say that, “these results indicate that the strong negative effect of the wage tax on city jobs is largely due to changes in the rule itself.”

The study also cited the County Business Patterns which said the city has lost about 90,881 jobs from taxation over a 20 year sample, and Employment and Earnings which cited 800,000 job loss over a 10 year period to be 133,984.


SUPER BOWL SPECIAL!

Buy 4 of anything Get 1 free!!

(not including beer) Sunday only

Two 14 inch Pizzas $10.99 plus tax

Baked Ziti, Salad (choice of dressing) and Bread $5.99 plus tax

Spaghetti or Ziti with Meatballs or Sausage and Salad (choice of dressing) and bread $5.99 plus tax

Baked Ziti, Salad (choice of dressing) and Bread $5.99 plus tax

PIZZA! $1.00 off any large PIZZA!
Plan dealt blow

Thraus and Kisses
Group: Must and Wig

Mauk and Wig brought down the house with the opening, bright performance of their annual spring show, Thraus and Kisses.

from page 1

The Eric 3 project would cost approximately $4 million under Artec's report. "Our goal is to get more student involvement throughout the University," said DI Joyce E. Thompson, univ. of Penn.

DEBATE from page 1

Students discuss 'Bell Curve' controversy

The twisting plot followed a trio of Nazis who try to collaborate with a gang of Los Angeles mobsters in a scheme to take over the North American continent. Meanwhile, the all-American crime-fighting team of Wharton DESIGNS TO CHOOSE FROM) WAS only '95 AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY MONTH

The show successfully highlighted the topic of race and I.Q., although the mask "is a huge-oh boss " Wharton said last night "[Chodorow] has told me he is committed to expanded programs housed near Superblock."

"Our goal is to get more student involvement throughout the University," said Dr. Maria Salmon, Director, Division of Nursing, DHBS.

The Twist-Ing Plot followed a trio of Nazis who try to collaborate with a gang of Los Angeles mobsters in a scheme to take over the North American continent. Meanwhile, the all-American crime-fighting team of Wharton DESIGNS TO CHOOSE FROM) WAS only '95 AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY MONTH

Although the show started off slow in the second act, the audience became funnier and cheerier. Midway through the first set, a courtroom drama turned into a dancing kenza by College junior Joel Chasnoff tore through the first act, a courtroom scene. The moment built to a crescendo in a final showdown between the forces of good and evil on a moonlit pier.

"We were unimpressed," said Freshman Frank Mossberg, and the Mask and Wig quotient of educ, puns, pop-culture references, and the Mask and Wig quotient of sexist and tasteless jokes. -Lisa Newberger

** * * * — Excellent * * * — Fair * * — Stay home

* * * - Fair * - Stay home

3-FOOT TUGROOM HUNTER HOODIE $59

Burgess, univ. of Penn

* 2-FOOT TUGROOM HUNTER HOODIE $59

Other Amenities Available:

Jacuzzi's
Decks
Interron
Cable TV
W/W Carpeting
Ceiling Fans
Parking
Laundry
Good Lighting
Air Conditioning
Dishwashers
bright interiors.

Living off campus with Campus Apartments does have serious advantages. For starters, we own and operate the largest & finest selection of houses and apartments in University City. Also, a free shuttle bus provides door to door service, no more transit stops. A maintenance staff that actually responds to tenant needs. And most importantly, you will enjoy your choice of affordable housing starting at $250. per bedroom in great locations.

Women's Voices:

Women's Choices Nursing Responds

February 1st

Listening to Women in Their Communities

Dr. Kath Lubic, Director, Maternity Care

Dr. Joyce E. Thompson, univ. of Penn

February 6th

Healthy Women, Healthy Choices

Pamela Maraldo, Exec. Dir., Planned Parenthood Welfare, Workhouses and Women's Health

Dr. Ann O'Sullivan, univ. of Penn

February 15th

Priorities for Nursing in a Changing Health Care System

Dr. Maria Salmon, Director, Division of Nursing, DHBS

Dr. Linda Lubic, Director, Nursing

February 22nd

Voice of the Battered Woman

Dr. Joyce E. Thompson, univ. of Penn

February 23rd

Anna Quindlen

Author, NY Times best

4:00 - 5:30 pm

Nursing Education Building

Office of International Programs Information Meeting

Pension Abroad in...

Learn about Penn Approved Programs in:

In-Ac-en Provence, Compiagne, Lyon, Paris, Strasbourg & Toulouse

*r Fall/Spring semesters and year long options

Financial Aid

Friday, January 27

1:00 - 2:00 pm

Rm 328 Bennett Hall

For more information contact a study abroad advisor in the Office of International Programs: E13 Bennett Hall 685-5073

Thraus and Kisses

Group: Must and Wig

members of the Program for Awareness in Cultural Education — which co-sponsored the program — then led a discussion centering on the topic of race and I.Q.

Members of the Program for Awareness in Cultural Education — which co-sponsored the program — then led a discussion centering on the topic of race and I.Q.
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Students discuss 'Bell Curve' controversy
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To the Editor:

Robert makes a valid point in his letter. However, I do believe that the president of the University of Pennsylvania is not the only one who should be held responsible for the situation. The Board of Trustees and the administration also have a role to play in ensuring the safety and security of students on campus. The Daily Pennsylvanian should continue to report on this issue and hold all parties accountable. ROBBIE CAMPBELL

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Incorrect Cause

The To the Editor:

1. Are you accepting the idea that the word cause is being used in a different way than it is usually understood? Cause is usually understood to mean bringing about something by the action of one's will.

2. If the price of a good is a determined by the market forces of supply and demand, then why is it that the government does not impose a price control on all goods and services?

March 12, 1995

A. Scotty

Policy on Submissions

The Daily Pennsylvanian welcomes comments from the University community in the form of letters to the editor. All letters are subject to editing for clarity, space, and proper submission. All submissions must include the author's name and affiliation and the author must grant permission to publish the letter. All letters are subject to publication in any format, including electronic or print. All letters are subject to publication in any format, including electronic or print.
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The Daily Pennsylvanian reserves the right to edit all letters and comments.
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Five years later, memories of Auschwitz still alive

OSWIECIM, Poland — A half century later, it was as if the...
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE?
Start looking for a place to live next year.
Check out the DP Classifieds for the best apartments & houses.
The Daily Pennsylvania, Friday, January 27, 1995
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Track team headed opposite directions

Women hope to rebound at West Point

Men look for success at Terrier Classic

By Steve Schor

The slumping Penn women's track team heads to West Point for the West Point Invitational this weekend, trying to recover from last week's disappointing performance at the Prince-

They're entitled to one bad performance, and they had it at Princeton," said assistant coach Tony Pen-

The recovery needs to be quick. The Princeton duals are rapidly approaching.

"We're starting to focus with Princeton a week away,

"They just need to compete harder.

CARROLLE PEARL

Men's Track Coach

Princeton is big-time

GOLDSTEIN from BACK PAGE

all you can to the atmosphere. Get to the game with

Penn heads to Navy

SINKING from BACK PAGE

in Baird but longer, as well as

Princeton is big-time

head coach of the Penn men's track and field team, said that after last season's disappointing showing, the Quakers are looking forward to returning home for a big meet this weekend.

"It will be nice to be home after this," assistant coach Chuck Bridge said. "It's always nice when you're right

of the bus and sprint, you get light. It's just a lot for a two and a half hours and then ours will

Penn senior Eric Moore will play his last home game against Princeton tomorrow night at 7 p.m. The Quakers are looking for their third straight by championship.
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It is programs like the Naval Academy swimming that Harper

He was offered a full scholarship to the Uni-

him one of the country's most highly regarded sprinters.

The Junior Olympics was a rivalry check for Harper. He re-

The EISL's most explosive breast-

stroke in 2 minutes, 22.38 seconds.
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**Sports**

**Eastern Conference**

- Orlando
- Philadelphia
- Charlotte
- Indiana
- San Antonio
- Utah
- Denver
- Golden State
- Sacramento

**Regular Season Games**

- Orlando 121, Washington 118, OT
  - New York 87
  - L.A. Clippers 74
- L.A. Clippers 92, Indiana 86
  - Atlanta 103, Charlotte 96
- Phoenix at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.
- Utah, 9 p.m.
- Miami at Milwaukee, 8:30 p.m.
- Portland at Cleveland, 7:30 p.m.

**Central Division**

- Chicago
- Indiana
- Milwaukee
- Detroit
- Atlanta

**Pacific Division**

- Portland
- Golden State
- L.A. Clippers

**Western Conference**

- Midwest Division
- Chicago
- Milwaukee
- St. Louis
- Detroit
- Columbus
- Nashville

**Northeast Division**

- New York
- New Jersey
- Buffalo
- New Jersey
- New York

**Central Division**

- Atlanta
- Charlotte
- Orlando
- Indiana
- Dallas

**Pacific Division**

- Portland
- Golden State
- L.A. Clippers

**Miami Heat**

- Top 100 games from Nov. 1 to Dec. 25
- B.E.J.

**College Basketball**

- My son, the little chef.

**Defense Studies at Georgetown University**

**Atlanta**

- L.A. Clippers
- Phoenix

**Golden State 121. Washington 118, OT**

**Golden State vs. L.A. Clippers**

- O'Neal had 37 points and 17 rebounds.
- Dennis Scott, who came off the bench to hit five of eight, scored 11 points and Nick Anderson added 15 for the Bulls.”

**Program**

- U.S. Defense Policy (Stephen Githin)
- Economics of National Defense (Urbicit)
- War Studies (Corie Blount)
- Advanced Courses

**Skwots**

- January 27, 1995 The Daily Pennsylvania Journal Page II

**NHL**

- Such a Deal!

**Philadelphia**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Philadelphia Flyers**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**University of Pennsylvania**

- Sam Calahan, who started in place of Pippen, led Chicago with 16 points and traded time with Jud Buechler, sat out with a hyperextended left knee, and hurt his knee in Wednesday’s victory over low.

**Chicago Bulls**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Indiana Pacers**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Indiana Pacers**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Montreal Canadiens**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**New York Islanders**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Last Night’s Games**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Philadelphia Flyers**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Weekend Games**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Monday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Tuesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Wednesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Thursday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Friday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Saturday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Sunday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Monday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Tuesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Wednesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Thursday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Friday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Saturday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Sunday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Monday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Tuesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Wednesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Thursday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Friday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Saturday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Sunday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Monday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Tuesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Wednesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Thursday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Friday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Saturday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Sunday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Monday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Tuesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Wednesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Thursday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Friday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Saturday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Sunday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Monday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Tuesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Wednesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Thursday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Friday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Saturday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Sunday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Monday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Tuesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Wednesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Thursday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Friday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Saturday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Sunday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Monday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Tuesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Wednesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Thursday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Friday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Saturday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Sunday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Monday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Tuesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Wednesday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Thursday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Friday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Saturday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.

**Sunday Night**

- Brian Burke added 13 points for the Flyers.
Wrestlers eager to seize Ivy lead

By TUSHAR BHAT

Bowlus, Reynolds and Sobeck— that's the team. The Penn wrestling team begins the Ivy League portion of their dual meet schedule this weekend with a road trip to Columbia. And for the first time in a while, they're going in with a bang.

While injuries have been a problem and expectations have been low, the wrestling team has been a pleasant surprise for the school. The team has picked up some of its top performers from the past few years like Steve Buhl and Jesse Lee. They hope to use this weekend's meet to show that they are ready for the Ivy League.

Penn's first meet of the season was against Columbia and the team performed well, losing 26-13. This weekend's meet will be against Princeton, who are ranked higher in the Ivy League.

Penn's wrestling team is ready to face Princeton and show that they are a force to be reckoned with in the Ivy League. They are looking forward to a strong performance and hope to bring home the win.